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Abstract
Since the emerging information economy relies heavily on data for advancement and growth, data markets have gained 
increasing attention. However, while global data economies are evolving and data are increasingly shared among organiza-
tions in various data ecosystems, marketplaces for personal data (PDMs) exhibited considerable start-up difficulties, which 
doomed their majority to either fail quickly or to operate in legal grey zones. Apparently, in recent times, novel PDMs have 
arisen which seem economically and technically viable. The study investigates this “new generation” from both an economic 
and a technological perspective. Adhering to a rigorous methodology for taxonomy building and evaluation, 18 dimensions 
and 59 characteristics are presented alongside which these new PDMs can be designed. Additionally, archetypes are derived. 
The findings reveal that PDMs tend to follow certain design commonalities holding for data markets generally but comprise 
specific design elements distinguishing them both from conventional data markets and among each other.
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Introduction

In recent years, society is witnessing the transition to an 
information economy building upon data as its raw material, 
making it the foundation to prosper economically (Parra-
Arnau, 2018). Fruhwirth et al. (2020) state that the accru-
ing data-driven business requires market mechanisms and 
infrastructure for exchange to acquire and monetize valuable 
data resources. Thus, in the era of the information economy, 
data, in general, have become a key production factor tradable 
among different parties. In particular, personal data (PD) rep-
resent a central monetary value for the data-driven economy 
(Yang & Xing, 2019). Spiekermann et al. (2015) distinguish 
“data assets” between non-personal information and assets 
consisting of PD. PD have strategic potential as they can lead 
to superior market intelligence and the improvement of exist-
ing operations materializing in enhanced product develop-
ment (Acquisti & Varian, 2005). Accumulating and using 
PD can even create competitive advantages for companies 
(Shapiro & Varian, 1998). Hence, PD are now established as 
a new kind of asset class, resulting in the emergence of sys-
tems dedicated towards their systematic collection, sharing, 
monetization, and processing. In this context, data markets 
have arisen as a novel medium to ensure legally effective, 
economically rational, and technically feasible access to data 
(Spiekermann & Novotny, 2015; Spiekermann et al., 2015). 
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Yang and Xing (2019) state the importance of this concept for 
the safe and effective supply of PD and propose models for 
personal data markets (PDM), which might solve the existing 
contradictions between data supply and demand. Spiekermann 
et al. (2015) address the opportunities and problems of PDMs, 
contributing to the controversial discourse about the variety 
of implications arising from trading in PD. Specifically, the 
authors discuss their economic, technical, legal, social, and 
ethical challenges. Even though one can observe an increas-
ing relevance of PD in research and practice (Leidner & Tona, 
2021; Parra-Arnau, 2018), PDMs are still struggling more 
than markets trading in non-personal data and must consider 
this array of issues and their plurality. For example, European 
PDMs must comply with data protection principles defined 
in Art. 5 GDPR. This brings a high degree of complexity 
to the platform architecture (e.g., ensuring appropriation of 
data processing, data traceability, and security) and the inte-
grated data processing techniques (e.g., privacy-preserving 
computation). These challenges must, in turn, be combined 
with economic incentives (e.g., effective data pricing mecha-
nisms) to enable system and business model viability. The 
struggle becomes evident as many PDMs have disappeared 
over the past years (e.g., Datafairplay, Datatrade, Datawallet, 
MYBS, OSA Decentralized, or Wibson). However, despite the 
problem-sphere outlined above, a new generation of PDMs 
is currently emerging, which seemingly meets these chal-
lenges and is potentially technically and economically viable 
(Parra-Arnau, 2018). Summarizing, the importance of PD 
for our information economy is unquestioned (e.g., Leidner 
and Tona (2021), Spiekermann et al. (2015)), and PDMs are 
considered a potentially effective facilitator for PD exchange 
between data providers and consumers (Bruschi et al., 2020).

However, based on our thorough examination of exist-
ing literature (see Theoretical foundations and Research 
design), we argue that research lacks conceptually and 
empirically grounded studies concerning the economic 
(i.e., business model) and technical (i.e., architecture) 
design elements of PDMs. We define design elements 
as objects describing the composition of PDMs from an 
abstract design perspective (i.e., taxonomy characteristics 
and dimensions). A classification of conjugate design ele-
ments is an archetype revealing a PDM configuration. Our 
concrete research problem is that existing studies either 
investigate data markets generally (see Related taxonomy 
and literature gap) or develop use case-specific PDM mod-
els (e.g., Bataineh et al. (2020), Bruschi et al. (2020), Oh 
et al. (2019)). Yet, they have neglected the generation of 
universally valid design knowledge about PDMs, which 
could aid their development and understanding. Because of 
the above, the first research question (RQ) reads as follows:

• RQ1: What are the design elements to structure personal 
data markets from an economic and technical perspective?

A taxonomy is a suitable approach to address RQ1 since 
this artifact provides a set of elementary building blocks and 
prescriptions for effectively designing an object (Kundisch 
et al., 2022; Nickerson et al., 2013). We consider the infer-
ence of archetypes from our taxonomy to be purposeful, as 
they are a basic human mechanism for organizing, summa-
rizing, and generalizing information about the world (Souza 
et al., 2007, p. 2). Moreover, archetypes represent founda-
tional conceptual representations, from which manifestations 
derive, thus accentuating designable (PDM) configurations 
with certain properties (Möller et al. 2019). Investigating 
archetypes in poorly researched fields (i.e., PDMs) is par-
ticularly useful for fostering a broader understanding of the 
object under investigation. We propose RQ2 as:

• RQ2: What are archetypes of personal data markets?

Our taxonomy consists of dimensions serving to distin-
guish and explain the design elements of PDMs, while the 
inferred archetypes give an impression of common PDM 
configurations. The paper is structured as follows: After the 
“Introduction” we continue with the “Theoretical founda-
tions” to provide a basic understanding of (personal) data 
markets. We refer to related research to accentuate the added 
value of our work. In the “Research design”, we explain the 
methodology for taxonomy development applied to answer 
RQ1 and RQ2.. The section “Taxonomy of personal data 
markets” encompasses both a morphologic box structured 
alongside five meta-dimensions and the descriptions of its 
contained design elements. Correspondingly, the section 
“Archetypes of personal data markets” amplifies common 
configurations in which those design elements are likely to 
occur. In the “Conclusion” we discuss and summarize our 
contributions, appreciate the main limitations, and propose 
future research directions.

Theoretical foundations

Definition of personal data markets

Data markets (DMs) increasingly emerge as electronic mar-
ketplaces with data representing the economic good traded 
on the underlying digital platform (Fruhwirth et al., 2020). 
Stahl et al. (2016) describe DMs generally as electronic 
platforms facilitating data exchange. They represent a neu-
tral intermediary allowing authorized actors to upload and 
trade their data (Spiekermann, 2019). Since both industry 
and research face a rising need to obtain appropriate data to 
promote innovation and new business potential, the popular-
ity of DMs has grown in recent years (Spiekermann, 2019; 
Fruhwirth et al., 2020). Likewise, the number of DMs join-
ing the global data market increases constantly. Hence, data 
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consumers have more possibilities to acquire external data to 
improve their business, explore new revenue opportunities, 
and foster innovation and development (Spiekermann, 2019).

Among other authors, Fruhwirth et al. (2020) distinguish per-
sonal data markets as a subset of DMs explicitly trading in PD. 
Since the term PDM is applied to many platforms, networks, and 
business models, we define the following three characteristics 
a system must fulfill in our research to be classified as a PDM 
(e.g., Bataineh et al. (2020), Bruschi et al. (2020), Scheider et al. 
(2023)): Firstly, a monetarization function must exist, enabling 
data providers to yield monetary compensation for disclosing 
PD, whereby free services are insufficient. Secondly, the system 
might act as a direct or indirect intermediary matching data sup-
ply and demand. The actual goods traded on the marketplace 
can be represented by either data or derivatives resulting from 
data processing activities performed by or in the marketplace. 
Thirdly, “people data” must be explicitly considered. Systems 
trading in anonymized people data are included unless the indi-
viduals providing the data have neither access to the system 
nor any other possibility for direct interaction. The restriction 
ensures the exclusion of DMs that are entirely uncoupled from 
the B2C perspective, while hybrid systems or providers trad-
ing in anonymized people data are not per se excluded. This 
characterization based on pertinent literature already suggests 
that PDMs, albeit commonly considered a subset of DMs (e.g., 
Fruhwirth et al. (2020)), exhibit significant differences from the 
latter entailed by the nature of PD as their object of trading. 
Henceforth, in this study, we refer to DMs as markets trading in 
non-personal data and thus being mutually exclusive to PDMs 
trading in personal data.

Personal data being subject to digitalization have expanded 
over the years and nowadays encompasses multiple areas of 
human life (Leidner & Tona, 2021). Examples are (1) demo-
graphic data (e.g., Hann et al. (2007); Wakefield (2013)); 
(2) financial data emphasizing transaction and account data 
(e.g., Dinev and Hart (2006); McKnight et al. (2002)); (3) 
social media data, in terms of posts, likes, comments, shares, 
and photos (e.g., Choi et al. (2018); Salehan et al. (2017)); 
(4) behavioral data capturing daily activities (e.g., Martens 
et al. (2016)); (5) all kinds of physical actions traced through 
wearable devices (e.g., Prasopoulou (2017); Warkentin et al. 
(2017)); and (6) any type of digital traces resulting from user 
interaction with digital services (e.g., Lehrer et al. (2018)). 
Many studies attribute monetary value to PD depending on 
several factors, justifying their treatment as an economic 
asset. In particular, these studies suggest that the pecuniary 
value rises with the sensitivity of PD (Grossklags & Acquisti, 
2007), the entities PD are disclosed to (Cvrcek et al., 2006), 
and the number of purposes for which PD are provided 
(Huberman et al., 2005; Spiekermann & Korunovska, 2017). 
By collecting, processing, and monetizing PD that constantly 
permeates ever more areas of human existence (Leidner & 
Tona, 2021), PDMs must be designed in a way supporting 

economic viability, while preventing humans from becoming 
artifacts of technology production (Demetis & Lee, 2018; 
Spiekermann et al., 2015). This challenge brings to center 
stage the apparent difference between PDMs and DMs, as 
the former directly interacts with human beings. In this area 
of tension, Leidner and Tona (2021) framed the notion of 
human dignity in their CARE theory of PD. It is defined 
broadly as the recognition that humans possess intrinsic value 
and, as such, are endowed with certain rights and should 
be treated with respect. Since humans are represented by 
their data in digital peripheries and PDMs trade in that data, 
those markets are subject to high regulation standards (e.g., 
in Europe, California, and Great Britain) and face ethical 
responsibilities. To share, process, and monetize such intrin-
sically valuable PD assets while considering legal and ethical 
necessities, novel economic mechanisms are crucial and must 
be embedded in a complex technological architecture. This 
results in a plurality of interdisciplinary challenges for PDMs 
(Spiekermann et al., 2015) that do not prevail for DMs. Con-
sequently, PDMs exhibit design peculiarities that are not suf-
ficiently covered by existing DM taxonomies and, as such, 
have not been examined profoundly yet.

Challenges of personal data markets

Spiekermann et al. (2015) mention a plurality of problems 
arising for PDMs classifiable into the domains of legal, eco-
nomic, technical, social, and ethics. The authors argue that 
such interdisciplinary problems hinder the concept of PDMs 
from flourishing. For example, in Europe, the legal framework 
of PD protection, mainly embodied by the GDPR, states a set 
of restrictive principles like data minimization, legitimate use, 
purpose binding, and informed consent, leaving little space 
for market negotiations (Spiekermann et al., 2015). Moreover, 
even if having designed a legally compliant system, PDMs 
face economic problems such as that data comprise—in many 
respects—the traits of free commons (Adams & McCormick, 
1987). By their nature, PD are non-rival, cheap to produce, 
and easy to copy, and can be transmitted without any prob-
lems, making PD substantially different from typical com-
modities. In contrast, taking production data as an example 
for non-personal data, there is a rivalry among companies 
participating in a supply chain either trying to exclude others 
from their usage or engaging in DMs (e.g., Advaneo, DAWEX) 
for data sharing, monetization, and utilization (Spiekermann, 
2019). Furthermore, a legal challenge for PDMs is integrating 
and tailoring claims to data property. Those claims must be 
compatible with the notion of privacy as a fundamental right 
and allow to determine the initial allocation of property rights 
(Metzger, 2020). Tailoring property rights means restricting 
alienability and exclusivity of PD (Spiekermann et al., 2015). 
Beyond economic and legal issues, the interpretation of PD as 
a tradable economic good requires a philosophical and ethical 
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discourse about whether human lives, materialized in their 
data traces, should be property at all or instead be considered 
inalienable from humans. In this context, some critics from 
the ethics domain denunciate any commercial trading in PD a 
priori as coercively preclusive with data privacy. This statement 
predominantly originates from the privacy construct proposed 
by Solove (2005). In the author’s taxonomy, substantial PDM 
operations (e.g., PD aggregation, tracking, profiling, secondary 
use, exclusion, and decisional interference) are all recognized 
as privacy breaches (Spiekermann et al., 2015).

Despite such interdisciplinary challenges accompanying 
PDMs and a high number having collapsed in practice, a new 
generation of potentially viable markets seems to be rising in 
recent years (Parra-Arnau, 2018). Additionally, design-ori-
ented literature increasingly emerges, suggesting many use-
case-specific theoretical PDM models (e.g., Bataineh et al. 
(2020), Bruschi et al. (2020), Oh et al. (2019)). Though, 
minor advancements have been made in terms of profound 
examinations of the potentially viable PDMs in practice and 
pertinent developments in literature.

Related taxonomies and literature gap

Insufficient consideration of PDM design elements becomes 
evident when analyzing related taxonomies. There are 
already efforts to describe the design elements of DMs by 
either taxonomies or typologies. Firstly, Fruhwirth et al. 
(2020) propose a business model taxonomy based on evi-
dence collected from a sample of 20 DMs. They identified 
four archetypes of DM business models, one of which is 
“personal data trading.” Our study extends the authors’ work 
by adding an in-depth examination of PDMs since they are 
too complex and different in design to be considered a DM 
archetype only (see Definition of personal data markets). 
Secondly, Spiekermann (2019) developed a taxonomy con-
sisting of eight differentiating attributes and their corre-
sponding characteristic values, emphasizing the challenges 
and trends of DMs. Thirdly, Stahl et al. (2016) propose a 
typology of DMs examining different approaches to data 
distribution. The authors present a classification framework 
that outlines a structure for emerging data market research 
allowing for their distinct definitions. They discern between 
three ownership types and six corresponding business mod-
els (Stahl et al., 2016). Similar to Spiekermann (2019), Stahl 
et al. (2016) did not differentiate the special case of trad-
ing in PD. Lastly, Täuscher and Laudien (2018) provide a 
taxonomy for marketplace business models by analyzing 
100 randomly selected DMs quantitatively. They identi-
fied six different marketplace business models that might 
serve as blueprints for practice. Importantly, as the other 
studies that disclosed their analysis objects, Täuscher and 
Laudien (2018) neglected PDMs among their set almost 
entirely. Conclusively, to the best of our knowledge, existing 

taxonomies about data markets do not examine and differ-
entiate PDMs adequately. To address this gap, we constitute 
the following research design.

Research design

Taxonomy building

Taxonomies are common approaches in information systems 
(IS) research to classify, clarify, understand, and system-
atically examine complex issues (Nickerson et al., 2013). 
We used the taxonomy-building methodology of Nickerson 
et al. (2013) to identify the design elements of PDMs, as it 
is frequently used in high-ranking scientific IS outlets. The 
authors propose generating knowledge conceptually (e.g., 
from literature) and empirically (e.g., analyzing objects of 
interest). We supplemented the method with the framework 
of Szopinski et al. (2019) to complement our design itera-
tions with an evaluation process. Despite this adjustment, 
our research design still adheres rigorously to the methodol-
ogy of Nickerson et al. (2013) (see Fig. 1).

Our research design is dividable into the (iterative) steps 
shown in Fig. 1. In stages one and two, we chose a meta-char-
acteristic and defined appropriate ending conditions determin-
ing the termination criteria of taxonomy development. Each 
dimension and characteristic must be derived from the meta-
characteristic since it is the basis and conceptual border of 
their discovery. The actual development of dimensions and 
corresponding characteristics of the taxonomy follows either 
an inductive or a deductive approach. In each iteration, the 
conclusive step checks for the ending conditions. If the criteria 
for termination are achieved, the taxonomy is finished, and the 
process terminates. Otherwise, an additional iteration is car-
ried out applying either an inductive or a deductive approach.

Ending conditions, meta‑characteristic, 
and meta‑dimensions

We determined our ending conditions following the sugges-
tions of Nickerson et al. (2013) in terms of subjective and 
objective criteria. Table 1 presents our conditions for termi-
nation, together with the iterative taxonomy development. 
In total, we required four iterations until we considered all 
conditions of Table 1 fulfilled.

To answer RQ1, we defined our meta-characteristic as 
“distinguishing key design elements of PDMs from an eco-
nomic and a technical perspective.” This meta-characteristic 
serves for (1) selecting meta-dimensions, (2) identifying 
dimensions, and (3) inferring characteristics and their clas-
sification to dimensions. To define our meta-dimensions, 
we relied on the VISOR framework of El Sawy and Pereira 
(2013). VISOR is adequate for our purpose as it explains how 
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digital platforms (i.e., a PDM) may be designed to respond to 
a customer need (i.e., demand for PD) profitably and sustain-
ably. To this end, VISOR specifies a set of five partial models 
(i.e., our meta-dimensions) roughly classifiable in economic 
(i.e., value proposition, revenue model, operational model) 
and technical aspects (i.e., service platform, interfaces). This 
mixture is inevitable to classify PDMs since both their busi-
ness models (economic) and architectures (technical) com-
prise crucial design knowledge that must be unsheathed to 
remedy the prevailing research gap (see Introduction). Fol-
lowing, we describe our inductive, and deductive approaches 
traversed to derive dimensions and characteristics of the tax-
onomy. After each iteration, we checked the ending condi-
tions of Table 1 until each one was satisfied.

Conceptual‑to‑empirical design iterations

In the 1st iteration, we built an initial taxonomy by 
merging taxonomies and typologies of former work 
(see Related taxonomies and literature gap). In the 2nd 

iteration, we carried out an SLR, which is an appropriate 
strategy to conceptualize dimensions and characteristics 
(Kundisch et al., 2022) (see Fig. 2). We follow the method 
of Kitchenham et al. (2009) (i.e., (1)–(6)), using the RQs 
of the “Introduction” as (1) research questions guiding 
the SLR. The (2) search process was a manual search for 
PDM-related conference proceedings and journal papers, 
including work about DMs. We started by defining our 
search string and choosing appropriate keywords. For 
their selection, we drew from pertinent literature (e.g., 
Fruhwirth et al. (2020)), while ensuring that extracted 
terms apply to PDMs. We defined the keywords “data 
marketplace,” “data market,” “trading in personal data,” 
“personal data market,” “marketplace for personal data,” 
“data brokers,” “personal data exchange,” “exchanging 
personal data,” “data monetization,” “monetizing data,” 
and “data trading.” Those were connected with “OR” 
operators. Primarily, we searched in Scopus, letting the 
search engine match our operands in documents’ titles, 
abstracts, and authors’ keywords. We started with Scopus, 

Fig. 1  The taxonomy 
development method 
adapted from 
Nickerson et al.  
(2013)

Table 1  Abbreviated ending 
conditions adopted from 
Nickerson et al. (2013)

Ending Conditions Design It. Eval.

1 2 3 4

Objective All papers were examined X X
No object was merged with another or split into multiple ones. X
Each characteristic of every dimension is classified by one object X X X X
No new dimensions or characteristics were added. X
Dimensions or characteristics were neither merged nor split. X
Each dimension is unique and not duplicated. X X X X
Every characteristic is unique within its dimension. X X X X
Each cell is unique and not repeated. X X X X

Subjective Conciseness – no unnecessary dimensions and characteristics X X
Robustness – dimensions and characteristics differentiate objects. X X
Comprehensiveness – all objects can be classified. X
Extendibility – dimensions and characteristics can be added easily. X
Explanatory – dimensions and characteristics can describe all objects. X
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as it is an extensive multidisciplinary database covering 
published material in all fields identified as relevant for 
PDMs. It also allows for entering precise and long key-
word strings (Falagas et al., 2008), particularly important 
in our research setting. We defined a set of (3) inclu-
sion and exclusion criteria to identify and filter relevant 
papers. Firstly, we excluded the results not available in 
the English language. Secondly, we included books, albeit 
trying to avoid them for feasibility reasons. Thirdly, each 
paper retrieved was reviewed by two authors for whether 
it addresses the field of PDMs in the broader sense. This 
means that papers needed to investigate (P)DMs from a 
technical, economic, ethical, or legal perspective. Due to 
very broadly formulated keywords in the search string and 
their combination with “OR” operators, initially retrieved 
literature contained many papers outside our thematical 
scope which needed to be excluded. To this end, the third 
in-/exclusion criterion was examined by screening titles 
and authors’ keywords before reviewing the entire con-
tent of the remaining papers. Since two authors worked 
together in (3), we argue for reliable objectivity regard-
ing included and excluded papers. Our (4) data collec-
tion process was determined by the inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria. Their application resulted in 41 papers in 
our primary Scopus search (see Fig. 2). Building upon 
those, we conducted backward (referenced articles) and 
forward (citing articles) stepping (Webster & Watson, 
2002), which increased our set by 14 articles. Afterward, 
we traversed the exact same steps applied for Scopus in 
AISeL (i.e., (2)–(3)), except that we searched for our key-
words in titles only to keep the number of results feasible. 
Once duplicates were removed, this added five papers to 
our literature collection. Due to such minor added value, 
we only carried out “quick searches” in other databases 
checking whether the top results, firstly, match our in- and 
exclusion criteria and, secondly, are not already in the 
collection. Since these quick searches did not add any new 
papers, we considered the retrieved literature sufficiently 
representative and terminated our data collection. Finally, 
our literature set comprised 60 publications, the related 
taxonomies of the 1st iteration were not part of.

Throughout the steps (2)–(4), we did a (5) quality assess-
ment1 based on the criteria suggested by Kitchenham et al. 
(2009), i.e., inclusion/exclusion, coverage of relevant arti-
cles, quality and validity assessment of literature corpus, 
and description of the data/studies. For (6) data analysis, we 
extracted phrases (“quotes”) from collected literature with 
useful content for our taxonomy. Following the approaches 
of Pratt (2008) and Saldaña (2021), those phrases were coded, 
included in a system of tables (in Microsoft Excel), and itera-
tively generalized. As in (4), at least two researchers were 
engaged in phrase extraction, analysis, and coding to reduce 
subjectivity biases and find consensus if ambiguity occurred 
in the process. For a coding example, we refer to our pres-
entation of the “Taxonomy evaluation” because we used a 
similar procedure for coding quotes extracted from interviews 
(4th iteration) and phrases collected from the literature. In the 
literature analysis, we encountered that much literature about 
(P)DMs yet exists. The most dominant topics, measured by 
the number of associated codes, addressed blockchain-based 
market models. In terms of PDMs, such models frequently 
apply tokenomics and use smart contracts to structure their 
organizational and architectural setup. Moreover, legal and 
ethical discussions in literature related to PDMs commonly 
encompass aspects of data sovereignty, consent management, 
and data contracting. We identified many papers about pricing 
PD as well as (advanced) data security and privacy-preserving 
computation techniques to ensure data privacy and protec-
tion while processing. We state the most important references 
when delineating our “Taxonomy of personal data markets”. 
The SLR also pointed out a lack of studies accumulating, gen-
eralizing, and classifying design knowledge about PDMs in a 
structured manner (see Introduction).

Empirical‑to‑conceptual design iteration

In the 3rd iteration, we applied an empirical-to-concep-
tual approach. We searched for PDMs via the Google 
search engine using the incognito mode of the browser to 

Fig. 2  Data 
collection process in 
the 2nd iteration

1 The assessments of these quality criteria are available on request 
from the authors.
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circumnavigate carry-over effects from previous searches 
(Fruhwirth et al., 2020). By reusing the keywords from 
our SLR, we avoided to unconsciously limit our results to 
PDMs explicitly applying that term in their descriptions. 
To narrow the results, we leveraged the three characteris-
tics of PDMs defined in our “Definition of personal data 
markets” as inclusion criteria. Additionally, we excluded 
PDMs if it was impossible to obtain meaningful information. 
We defined the term “meaningful” as access to analyzable 
information describing the PDM, i.e., technical whitepapers 
and data retrievable either from analyzing websites or by 
using (demo) applications (Fruhwirth et al., 2020). We also 
excluded PDMs if the information was meaningful but una-
vailable in German or English. In contrast to the suggestions 
of Fruhwirth et al. (2020) for the identification and filter-
ing of DMs, PDMs under construction were not excluded 
per se. Finally, we obtained 23 PDMs, shown in Table 2. 
We analyzed these PDMs by classifying them alongside the 
dimensions and characteristics of our preliminary taxonomy. 
We searched for information allowing us to assign a PDM 
to a single characteristic in each dimension. The following 
three cases could occur: (1) the PDM could be assigned to 
an existing characteristic in a dimension based on acces-
sible information; (2) the PDM could not be assigned to 
any characteristic in a dimension due to a lack of accessible 

information; (3) the PDM contained information pertain-
ing to a dimension but not associated with a characteristic 
defined therein. The third case resulted in an alteration or 
accretion of taxonomy design elements. In the course of 
the 3rd iteration, the occurrence of this case exhibited a 
continuous decrease until only (1) and (2) appeared in the 
PDM analyses. Since the ending conditions were fulfilled 
at that time, we terminated the taxonomy-building process 
and initiated the taxonomy evaluation. The set of PDMs was 
initially created in late 2021 and updated roughly 1 year 
later. Their analysis was conducted by at least two authors. 
Despite promising developments in practice (Parra-Arnau, 
2018), PDMs still face high dynamics, meaning some analy-
sis objects may vanish while new PDMs are likely to appear.

Taxonomy evaluation

We evaluated our taxonomy in the 4th iteration by means of 
expert interviews. We chose this method because it allows us 
to collect data directly on our taxonomy’s design elements and 
receive concrete feedback. We used the evaluation framework 
of Szopinski et al. (2019) explicitly tailored to evaluate that 
artifact class. Table 3 lists our chosen experts. We followed an 
expert sampling approach by selecting industrial and scien-
tific partners from research projects and our personal networks 

Table 2  Collection of PDMs 
from practice

PDM Country Data Domains Link

Airbloc Protocol Korea holistic https:// www. airbl oc. org/
Alga (@Ocean) British Virgin Islands undefined https:// datat oken. app/
BIG Token USA undefined https:// bigto ken. com/
bitsaboutme Switzerland holistic https:// bitsa bout. me/ de/
Citizen Me UK holistic https:// www. citiz enme. com/
Clture USA video streaming data https:// www. clture. io/
Datacoup USA holistic https:// datac oup. com/
Datacy USA online activity data https:// datacy. com/ consu mer
Datareum UK holistic https:// www. datar eum. net/
Datum Switzerland holistic https:// datum. org/
itsmydata Germany holistic https:// itsmy data. de/
Kraken Spain health and education data https:// krake nh2020. eu/
Madana (Platform) Germany holistic https:// www. madana. io/
Permission Switzerland holistic https:// permi ssion. io/
PData (opiria.io) Canada holistic https:// www. opiria. com/ pdata- de/
Polypoly Germany holistic https:// polyp oly- citiz ens. eu/ de/
Powr of You UK online activity data https:// user. powro fyou. com/
Rita Personal Data Netherlands holistic https:// ritap erson aldata. com/
Site of Record no information business contact data https:// www. siteo freco rd. com/
Steamr Switzerland undefined https:// strea mr. netwo rk/
Tartle USA holistic https:// tartle. co/
Tiki USA undefined https:// mytiki. com/
Vetri Switzerland demographic, mobile, and 

spatial data
https:// vetri. global/

https://www.airbloc.org/
https://datatoken.app/
https://bigtoken.com/
https://bitsabout.me/de/
https://www.citizenme.com/
https://www.clture.io/
https://datacoup.com/
https://datacy.com/consumer
https://www.datareum.net/
https://datum.org/
https://itsmydata.de/
https://krakenh2020.eu/
https://www.madana.io/
https://permission.io/
https://www.opiria.com/pdata-de/
https://polypoly-citizens.eu/de/
https://user.powrofyou.com/
https://ritapersonaldata.com/
https://www.siteofrecord.com/
https://streamr.network/
https://tartle.co/
https://mytiki.com/
https://vetri.global/
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(Bhattacherjee, 2012). In particular, we chose our interviewees 
to ensure expertise about PDMs from both an industry (i.e., 
practitioners) and a scientific perspective (i.e., researchers). 
From this initial sample, we invited experts having competen-
cies in the fields relevant to PDMs as postulated by Spieker-
mann et al. (2015), i.e., technology, ethics, law, and econom-
ics. Thus, our finally interviewed experts have both extensive 
knowledge and sufficiently differentiated points of view on the 
topic to give comprehensive feedback. Our rough interview 
protocol for semi-structured interviewing was as follows: (1) 
we presented the research objective and the taxonomy; (2) we 
explained each dimension with its characteristics and asked the 
expert for feedback (e.g., in terms of accuracy or usefulness); 
(3) we asked for design elements missed by the expert in the 
taxonomy’s current version. Essential information about the 
interviewees can be found in Table 3.

Interviews were conducted by one author, whereas usu-
ally, two were responsible for coding and deriving implica-
tions for the taxonomy. Because interviews served for evalu-
ation purposes only, and design elements were concretely 
discussed with experts, we dispensed with detailed coding. 
Rather, we followed the approach of Pratt (2008), extracting 
quotes that directly addressed design elements (see Table 4). 
We generated a code as a highly aggregated imperative of that 
quote, and sorted imperatives according to the implications 
(1) no change, (2) delete, (3) add, (4) alter, and (5) rename 
design element. (1)–(5) represent direct implications for the 
taxonomy, which were always checked for potential conflicts. 

We argue for the minor relevance of subjectivity biases since, 
firstly, we addressed and discussed specific design elements. 
Thus, we received concrete feedback leaving hardly any space 
for false interpretation. Secondly, quotes and codes were 
generated by at least two authors from transcribed interview 
material. If their suggestions showed ambiguity, another 
author was consulted, and quotes, respectively codes, were 
discussed until reaching consensus. Throughout the inter-
views, we encountered a remarkable congruence between 
findings from the first three iterations and expert feedback. 
In principle, they attributed our taxonomy high comprehen-
sibility, practical relevance, and coverage of important PDM 
design elements (#I–VII). Concurrently, the interviews led to 
some minor improvements in terms of the accretion (e.g., #II, 
#IV–V) and renaming (e.g., #I–II, #V-VI) of characteristics. 
Notably, the experts only provided feedback on the developed 
taxonomy, not the phenomenon of PDMs itself. The most 
significant alteration is partially exemplified in Table 4. Due 
to rather marginal alterations, and the fact that #VII did not 
result in any changes, we found a sufficient saturation level 
after seven interviews. Since we considered the taxonomy 
complete, we termined the building process.

Inference of archetypes

Leveraging our taxonomy and analysis results, we identi-
fied PDM archetypes in the distribution of PDMs to char-
acteristics across dimensions of our taxonomy. We opted 

Table 3  Experts interviewed for 
taxonomy evaluation

Experts (#I-VII) Role Relevant Disciplines (related to (P)DMs) Time [min]

#I: Science Research Director Data Markets/Economics, Technology 47:03
#II: Industry CEO Data Markets/Economics, Law 44:38
#III: Science Research Associate Data Markets/Economics, Technology 32:12
#IV: Industry CEO Data Markets/Ethics 48:55
#V: Industry Lawyer Data Markets/Ethics, Law 57:55
#VI: Science Research Associate Data Markets/Economics, Technology 57:57
#VII: Industry Data Scientist Data Markets/Technology 32:50

Table 4  Exemplary quotes and implications for the taxonomy

Exemplary Quotes (author translation) Code Implication

#I: “Many such platforms anonymize data […] and that 
helps to be compliant with regulation.”

retain anonymization for privacy preservation no change

#II: “What misses here […] are all those approaches to 
make computations over encrypted data […] I would sub-
sume under the term privacy-preserving computation.”

add privacy-preserving computation to dimension privacy 
preservation

new characteristic

#II: “We use a kind of multi-party computation tool […] 
we have a patent for that […].”

change privacy-preserving computation to multi-party 
computation

rename characteristic

#V: “[…] privacy plays a central role here and must be 
ensured on a technical level. Pseudonymization and 
anonymization seem like meaningful characteristics.”

retain dimension privacy preservation in its current form no change
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for a qualitative approach instead of statistical methods 
(e.g., cluster analysis) due to our set of analysis objects 
(see Table 2) being too small for using quantitative statis-
tics. We used the same knowledge base as for taxonomy 
building and evaluation, whereas we elaborated on data 
collected in the 3rd iteration in particular. At least two 
authors attributed characteristics of dimensions to our 
“real-world” PDMs based on their corresponding infor-
mation. A third author was consulted if contradictions 
occurred. The identification of archetypes followed the 
methodological guidelines suggested by Yin (2009). The 
author prescribes recognizing (dis-)similarities within 
cases and, eventually, separating mutually similar groups 
between them. This qualitative inference of archetypes 
was guided by the typology development guidelines of 
Doty and Glick (1994). Following the authors’ sugges-
tions, we identified influential dimensions that (1) exhibit 
characteristics clearly observable in the PDMs analyzed 
and which (2) affect the selection of characteristics in 
other dimensions. Accordingly, a cluster of characteristics 
emerged for each PDM. By grouping PDMs with (very) 
identical characteristics, respectively clusters, we derived 
three archetypes based on our taxonomy (see Archetypes 
of personal data markets). Hence, each archetype exhibits 
certain configurations ascertained by the characteristics 
assigned to real-world PDMs in different dimensions.

Taxonomy of personal data markets

Table 5 shows our taxonomy consisting of 18 dimensions 
( D

n
 ) and 59 characteristics ( C

n.m
 ) spanned over five meta-

dimensions adopted from El Sawy and Pereira (2013). 
We have made adaptations in the selection of dimensions 
to apply the VISOR framework to our study. Essentially, 
our meta-dimension “interface” emphasizes data outcome 
instead of user experience and our “organizational model” 
focuses on technical platform operation (“processes”) while 
neglecting the relationships among actors. Considering the 
nature of our characteristics and the recommendations of 
Nickerson et al. (2013), we chose mutual exclusiveness. 
Based on Möller et al., (2020), we argue that the creation 
of exclusivity does not make our results too complicated 
due to an additional generalization and linguistic adapta-
tion, still allowing for a clear depiction of each specimen. 
Furthermore, there are multiple approaches to visualize 
taxonomies, each entailing different advantages and thus 
better suited for a specific task (Möller et al., 2022). Fol-
lowing Möller et al. (2022), we consider morphologies as 
an appropriate visualization as they are concerned with 
demonstrating the structure and arrangement of taxonomy 
objects. Following, we describe our taxonomy.

Value proposition

The value proposition emphasizes the particular value cre-
ated for users by the offering of the PDM (Chesbrough & 
Rosenbloom, 2002). Additionally, it describes the reduction 
of focus to a smaller set of potential customers (El Sawy & 
Pereira, 2013). The dimension integration ( D

1
 ) addresses 

the spectrum of data types traded on the PDM. On the one 
hand, PDMs can offer a comprehensive and rather gen-
eral variety of data types extended across several domains 
( C

1.1
 ) (Dumitru & Gatti, 2016; Hynes et al., 2018). On the 

other hand, PDMs specialize in one or a few particular data 
domains ( C

1.2
 ) (Bruschi et al., 2020). Customer value ( D

2
 ) 

refers to the PDM’s core offer to users from a high-level 
perspective. We narrowed down the dimension by defin-
ing, firstly, data exchange as the core offer consisting of the 
switching function of data assets (transaction-centricity) 
( C

2.1
 ) and, secondly, data-driven services (data-centricity) 

(e.g., Spiekermann (2019)). We divided the latter into PDMs 
selling analysis results as packaged data “products” to data 
consumers ( C

2.2
 ) without granting them access to PD and 

PDMs offering “methods” for data processing ( C
2.3

 ) within 
their (eco-)system. C

2.3
 differs from C

2.2
 in the degrees of 

freedom the data consumer has in data processing (e.g., com-
bining multiple methods). Methods are typically licensed or 
bought by data consumers who subsequently process data 
themselves in a trusted execution environment provided.

Service platform

The meta-dimension service platform maps technology on 
an organization’s business processes digitally (El Sawy & 
Pereira, 2013). Likewise, our dimension primary technol-
ogy ( D

3
 ) describes the main technological layer the PDM 

is built upon. Interestingly, the majority of PDMs analyzed 
leveraged blockchain ( C

3.1
 ) supplemented by smart contracts 

to integrate processing logic, particularly in, but not limited 
to, both payment and data exchange transactions. Since a few 
PDMs use other technologies (e.g., itsmydata, Polypoly) and 
technology agnostic models exist in the literature, we added 
a placeholder as second characteristic ( C

3.2
 ). Infrastructure 

composition ( D
4
 ) refers to the system architecture as a multi-

sided platform. Importantly, it does not address the (de-)
central storage of data (as PD have been stored decentral 
in all PDMs analyzed). Rather, the dimension distinguishes 
PDMs consisting of a single platform operator ( C

4.1
 ) and 

ones being distributed among multiple platforms of different 
service providers ( C

4.2
 ). Furthermore, we define data input 

( D
5
 ) indicating options for transferring external data to a 

PDM. We identified upload by the user ( C
5.1

 ), user tracking 
( C

5.2
 ), and user request ( C

5.3
 ) as differentiable characteris-

tics (Brandão et al., 2019; Shaw & Engels, 2019). A user 
request is needed in scenarios where the data provider must 
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Table 5  Taxonomy of personal 
data markets Dimension (Dn) Characteristics (Cnm)

( 1) Integration Domain-specific Domain-unspecific

V
al

ue
 

Pr
op

os
iti

on

( 2) Customer Value Data-as-a-service Product-as-a-service Method-as-a-service

( 3) Primary 

Technology
Blockchain and Smart Contracts Other Technologies

( 4) Infrastructure 

Composition
Single Operator Multiple Service Providers

( 5) Data Input
Upload by 

User
User Tracking User Request Multiple

( 6) Data Output
Unprocessed 

Data

Aggregated 

Data

Standardized 

Data
Multiple

( 7) Data Quality 

Assurance

Reviews by 

Marketplace
Reviews by Others None

Se
rv

ic
e 

Pl
at

fo
rm

( 8) Processing 

Activities 
All Limited Raw Data (None)

( 9) Price Discovery
Set by Data 

Provider

Set by Data 

Consumer

Market-based 

Pricing
Hybrid Pricing

R
ev

en
ue

 
M

od
el

( 10) Revenue 

Source
Fee Models

Proceeds of 

Sale
Others Multiple

( 11) Responsibility Self-Processing Order-Processing

( 12) Consent 

Management
Specific Broad Dynamic Meta Others

( 13) Privacy 

Preservation

Anonymizing 

Data

Pseudonymiz-

ing Data

Multi Party 

Computation
Others

( 14) Token Purpose
Single Token 

Purpose

Multiple Token 

Purpose
No Token

( 15) Currency Token Money
Other 

Cryptocurrency

O
pe

ra
tio

na
l M

od
el

( 16) Token Layer
Blockchain 

(Native)

Protocol 

(Non-Native)

Application 

(dApp)
None

( 17) Output 

Interface
API Download

Specialized 

Software
Multiple

In
te

rf
ac

e

( 18) Data Actuality Static datasets Streams of data Multiple
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obtain data from a location other than its personal sphere. 
The characteristics of tracking and upload describe the situa-
tion where PD are already located at the individual and inte-
grated into the PDM manually (static data) or automatized 
(data streams or static data). Analogously, data output ( D

6
 ) 

denominates the possibilities to withdraw purchased val-
ues from the PDM, with the output format usually given by 
dedicated data models. We distinguish unprocessed ( C

6.1
 ), 

aggregated ( C
6.2

 ), and standardized data ( C
6.3

 ) as basic out-
put types (Perera et al., 2015), whereas C

6.2
 also includes 

exporting data products. Naturally, combinations are possi-
ble ( C

6.4
 ). We define data quality assurance ( D

7
 ) as mecha-

nisms to guarantee a sufficient quality of data traded, mainly 
achieved by means of continuously conducted consistency 
and quality checks. In PDMs, the quality of data is mainly 
ensured using review systems (Brandão et al., 2019; Travi-
zano et al., 2020). Conceivable characteristics are reviews by 
marketplace ( C

7.1
 ), reviews by others ( C

7.2
 ), and the absence 

of any quality assurance ( C
7.3

 ). C
7.2

 encompasses reviews by 
any actors participating in the PDM other than the (central) 
PDM operator itself (e.g., data consumers, data providers, 
or service providers). Finally, data processing activities ( D

8
 ) 

denominate value adding operations to data carried out by 
the PDM. We consider cleansing, standardization (normali-
zation), visualization, cutting, and analysis (Curry, 2016; 
Koutroumpis et al., 2017). Likewise, we differentiate PDMs 
offering the entirety of these activities ( C

8.1
 ), a limited num-

ber ( C
8.2

 ), or none ( C
8.3

).

Revenue model

The revenue model denotes the logic according to which 
the PDM determines prices and generates income. Price 
discovery ( D

9
 ) refers to the PDM’s approach to pricing 

its offerings prior to the transaction (Täuscher & Laudien, 
2018), emphasizing the parties being responsible for price 
setting. Firstly, data providers can set prices ( C

9.1
 ) usually by 

defining usage or access policies. Secondly, data consumers 
might state prices ( C

9.2
 ) giving data owners the choice of 

either accepting or declining an offer. In these two cases, 
negotiations are possible as data are traded based on indi-
vidual price-related decisions. Another alternative is a non-
negotiation approach, namely market-based pricing ( C

9.3
 ) 

in which the PDM operator sets the price. In this respect, 
literature provides much research concerning mathematical 
models for pricing PD (e.g., auctions). Additionally, hybrid 
pricing models ( C

9.4
 ) describe data pricing mechanisms 

affected by decisions of at least two different parties. For 
example, there are models in which the data provider defines 
a price. The PDM subsequently alters this price depend-
ing on the data quality assessed. The revenue source ( D

10
 ) 

depicts the income generated by a PDM. PDMs majorly 
rely on fee models ( C

10.1
 ) like charging a membership fee 

or attaching fees to the execution of transactions. However, 
since PDMs might create customer value through data-based 
services (see D

2
 ), the generated revenue can also be given 

by sale proceeds ( C
10.2

 ). Naturally, further revenue sources 
( C

10.3
 ) and combinations ( C

10.4
 ) are possible as well.

Operational model

The operational model describes the orchestration of an 
organization’s processes, value chains, and partner relation-
ships to effectively and efficiently deliver its value proposi-
tion (El Sawy & Pereira, 2013). Our adapted meta-dimension 
emphasizes the organizational structure of the PDM. Respon-
sibility ( D

11
 ) refers to the role the PDM assumes in terms 

of PD processing which (in most jurisdictions) entails the 
applicability of legal provisions, (e.g., the GDPR in Europe). 
Basically, PDMs can decide to either self-determine ( C

11.1
 ) 

PD processing (controller) or only process PD on behalf of 
data consumers ( C

11.2
 ) (processor). Furthermore, consent 

management ( D
12

 ) emerges as a central design element of 
PDMs. Following evidence encountered in literature and prac-
tice, we state PDMs can basically leverage specific ( C

12.1
 ), 

broad ( C
12.2

 ; (Manson, 2020)), dynamic ( C
12.3

 ; (Steinsbekk 
et al., 2013)), and meta ( C

12.4
 ; (Ploug & Holm, 2016)) consent 

models. PDMs may even use approaches to blank consent 
(Angrist, 2009) in very liberal jurisdictions. Since additional 
forms are also conceivable (e.g., Geller et al. 2022), we add a 
placeholder ( C

12.5
 ) to cover blank consent models and other 

special cases. Privacy preservation ( D
13

 ) addresses the techni-
cal measures for data privacy applied by the PDM exceeding 
data encryption. It is frequently considered a vital success 
factor for PDMs since, in most jurisdictions, privacy-related 
requirements are mandated by law and support data providers’ 
trust in the system. The dimension addresses the identifiabil-
ity of individuals providing their data on the PDM. PDMs, 
in practice, commonly apply techniques of anonymization 
( C

13.1
 ) and pseudonymization ( C

13.2
 ). Alternatively, instead 

of transferring the actual datasets, PDMs can also leverage 
multi-party computation (MPC) methods ( C

13.3
 ) to share only 

the results of computations over data while preserving pri-
vacy. We added the characteristic others ( C

13.4
 ) indicating for 

possible further forms of privacy preservation. Examples for 
C
13.4

 are combinations of the previous three characteristics 
and the transfer of PD without applying any privacy pres-
ervation techniques in addition to encryption. Besides such 
privacy-related characteristics, PDMs very commonly apply 
tokenomics in their organizational settings. In this context, the 
term “token” denominates a piece of data representing a fact 
or a right within the PDM (Oliveira et al., 2018). We define 
token purpose ( D

14
 ) emphasizing the organizational and eco-

nomic perspective of the token used. In a PDM, a token might 
inherit a single purpose ( C

14.1
 ) like an asset token represent-

ing data “ownership,” a payment token as an internal means 
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of payment, a work token distributed as a reward to users 
incentivizing particular behavior, etcetera. However, PDMs 
also accumulate several purposes in a single token resulting 
in the characteristic multiple token purposes ( C

14.2
 ). As we 

also encountered PDMs not using a tokenomics approach, we 
define the characteristic of no token ( C

14.3
 ). We added cur-

rency ( C
15

 ) to our taxonomy because PDMs require a means 
of payment. Tokens ( C

15.1
 ) are the payment method most fre-

quently applied, i.e., payment tokens. Though, PDMs also rely 
on common currencies ( C

15.2
 ) and (other) cryptocurrencies 

( C
15.3

 ). Finally, token layer ( D
16

 ) describes the actual inte-
gration of tokens in the PDM and thus represents an attribute 
indicating token implementation and location in a technical 
sense. We differentiate tokens being native to a blockchain 
( C

16.1
 ), issued on top of a protocol ( C

16.2
 ) or located on the 

PDM’s application layer ( C
16.3

 ) (Oliveira et al., 2018). Tokens 
might run on each layer, albeit the latter appeared most com-
monly. Naturally, if PDMs do not use any tokenomics concept, 
no token layer ( C

16.4
 ) is integrated.

Interface

According to El Sawy and Pereira (2013), the success of a 
company is predicated on the user interface. We adapted 
the authors’ original meta-dimension to include (1) the 
approaches of PDMs for actually delivering value for users 
and (2) the actuality of data available on the PDM. Output 
Interface ( D

17
 ) addresses the possibilities of buyers to access 

customer value ( D
2
 ). Such interfaces are integrated using 

APIs ( C
17.1

 ), manual file downloads ( C
17.2

 ), specialized soft-
ware ( C

17.3
 ), or combinations thereof ( C

17.4
 ) (Brandão et al., 

2019; Dumitru & Gatti, 2016; Fruhwirth et al., 2020). The 
dimension does not address whether data and derivatives 
leave system boundaries or are made accessible within them. 
It merely describes how purchased items become available 
for the data consumer. Lastly, we define data actuality (D

18
 ) 

paying attention to the kinds of data integrated into the PDM. 
We differentiate static data ( C

18.1
 ), streaming data ( C

18.2
 ), and 

multiple ( C
18.3

 ). Streaming data appeared to be most common 
and are either uploaded continuously or according to fixed 
schedules. Notably, data input ( D

5
 ) emphasizes the alterna-

tives for a data provider to upload data, whereas data actual-
ity focuses on the kind of data capable of being integrated.

Archetypes of personal data markets

We explored archetypes as described in the corresponding 
section. Since it was not possible to determine, for each 
PDM analyzed, a characteristic in every dimension, our 
archetypes rather represent points of reference with anom-
alies existing. We faced difficulties inferring meaningful 
archetypes since we encountered multiple similarities 

among PDMs, albeit exceptions exist. We discovered 
(1) a dominance of Blockchain with smart contracts, (2) 
an extensive usage of tokenomics concepts, and (3) the 
decentral storage of PD in the individuals’ devices. Such 
overarching design commonalities influenced the develop-
ment of archetypes in that we needed to identify influential 
dimensions allowing for a clear distinction of PDM config-
urations (e.g., customer value, infrastructure composition), 
while neglecting non-influential ones (e.g., primary tech-
nology, data input; see Inference of archetypes). Table 6 
shows our PDM archetypes inferred from the taxonomy 
with the number of classifiable PDMs from Table 2.

As the most common PDM configuration based on empiri-
cal examples, Data Traders deliver customer value by pro-
viding legally compliant access to PD with reliable quality 
and in a processable format. Data Traders offer applications 
for individuals to ingest PD, e.g., via their mobile devices. 
Imported PD are made available for data consumers in either 
anonymized or pseudonymized form to preserve privacy. 
Besides data clearing and standardization, Data Traders apply 
a limited scope of activities for data enrichment and process-
ing since those are performed by data consumers. Naturally, 
Data Traders may also handle raw data. Furthermore, prices 
are determined by either the data consumers or the marketplace 
operator. The latter is the case if the PDM actively bundles 
individuals’ standardized PD and sells aggregated data pack-
ages instead of merely transmitting consumers’ data orders to 
providers and performing transactions. Revenue for Data Trad-
ers results from charging fees. PD are processed exclusively 
on behalf of data providers and consumers since Data Traders 
provide trading platforms for data exchange while neither stor-
ing nor analyzing PD themselves. Legally compliant PD pro-
cessing and sharing commonly build on specific consent and 
purchased data are made accessible to consumers via APIs. As 
illustrative services, Data Traders, firstly, offer access to real-
time data (e.g., via HTTPS connections). Secondly, they ensure 
end-to-end compliance in data exchange (e.g., via hashed user 
consent information) while, thirdly, facilitating effective and 
informed consent management. Examples of Data Traders are 
Airbloc Protocol, BIG Token, bitsaboutme, Datacoup, Data-
reum, Datum, Powr of You, or VETRI.

Analysis Service Providers aggregate and process sets 
of PD, generating data products. Data products are made 
available for data consumers via downloads or specialized 
software, preventing them from accessing the actual data-
sets. Profit for Analysis Service Providers results from the 
margin between PD monetization paid to individuals of 
whom data are collected and sale proceeds of data prod-
ucts received from consumers. Prices are determined by the 
PDMs themselves, which is natural since Analysis Service 
Providers generate “new” data products requiring pricing. 
They self-process data, except if data products are exclu-
sively created on behalf of consumers. Analysis Service 
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Providers are responsible for data quality checks and con-
duct all relevant processing activities for data product 
generation themselves. Because such PDMs are seldomly 
interested in identity attributes, they usually anonymize PD 
to preserve privacy. Data anonymization enables them to, 
firstly, circumnavigate legal obstacles even if PD are not 
processed on exclusive behalf of data consumers and, sec-
ondly, apply broad consent models easing PD processing. 
For instance, CitizenMe allows individuals to import and 
sovereignly monetize their PD by conducting personalized 
surveys. These surveys are designed by data consumers 
who receive data visualizations, image galleries, interactive 
charts, and further data products built upon the anonymized 
user data processed. The case of CitizenMe represents a 
common business model for Analysis Service Providers.

We define Data Market Spaces (DMS) as decentralized 
PDMs composed by a network of actors. Actors encompass 
data suppliers and demanders as well as service providers 
intermediating between them to share, monetize, and utilize 
PD. The DMS’ network character entails an infrastructure 
distributed among multiple actors. This distinguishes DMS 
from Data and Analysis Traders whose infrastructures are 
provided by a single PDM operator. In principle, decentral-
ized data space concepts are very well-known and increas-
ingly emerge in B2B contexts (e.g., Catena-X, Gaia-X, 
International Data Spaces, Mobility Data Space, Resilience 
and Sustainability Data Space, Smart Connected Supplier 
Network). Evidently, they gradually find their way into 
B2C environments (e.g., SOLID, Koskinen et al. (2019), 
Scheider et al., 2023), including PDM-related pilot projects 
(i.e., DMS). In DMS, service providers offer computational 

methods deployable by data consumers on purchased or 
licensed datasets within the distributed network’s bounda-
ries. Thereby, MPC techniques assume an accentuated role 
to preserve privacy while processing decentrally stored PD. 
Data outputs for consumers are “self-generated” data prod-
ucts gained by executing computational methods on standard-
ized (and potentially aggregated) data. Consequently, a wide 
range of processing activities is naturally left with the data 
consumers applying these methods within the DMS. Since 
data consumers are the actors responsible for PD processing 
in DMS networks, they are required to satisfy technical and 
organizational safeguards entailed by the respective jurisdic-
tions (e.g., GDPR, CCPA). Therefore, service providers offer 
secure runtime and execution environments within a DMS 
as specialized software delivering generated data products 
to consumers. They integrate legally compliant output inter-
faces in the distributed PDM network. Furthermore, legal 
safeguards may also prescribe how to obtain consent. For 
DMS, meta and dynamic consent models are most conceiv-
able (Scheider et al. 2023). Currently, the archetype predomi-
nantly exists in theory and publicly funded research projects 
(i.e., Germany and the EU). The latter are pilot projects in 
stages of conceptual development and prototyping, thus 
neglected in our PDM collection (see Table 2).

Conclusion

The taxonomy detailed in this work provides 18 dimensions 
and 59 characteristics to describe PDMs, accumulating design 
knowledge generated through examinations in theory and 

Table 6  Archetypes of personal data markets

Dimension Data Trader Analysis Service Provider Data Market Space

(D2) Customer Value (C2.1) Data-as-a-service (C2.2) Product-as-a-service (C2.1) Data- or (C2.3) Method-as-
a-service

(D4) Infrastructure Composition (C4.1) Single Operator (C4.1) Single Operator (C4.2) Multiple Service Providers
(D6) Data Output (C6.1) Unprocessed, (C6.2) Aggregated 

or (C6.3) Standardized data
(C6.2) Aggregated data (C6.4) Multiple

(D7) Data Qual. Assurance (C7.1) Reviews by marketplace (C7.1) Reviews by marketplace (C7.2) Reviews by others
(D8) Data Processing Act. (C8.2) Limited or (C8.3) None (C8.1) All (C8.1) All
(D9) Price Discovery (C9.2) Set by consumer or (C9.3)  

marketplace
(C9.3) Set by marketplace No specification

(D10) Revenue Source (C10.1) Fee model (C10.2) Proceeds of sale (C10.4) Multiple
(D11) Responsibility (C11.2) Order-processing (C11.2) Order-processing (C11.1) Self-processing
(D11) Consent Mngt (C11.1) specific (C11.2) broad (C11.3) dynamic or (C11.4) meta
(D13) Privacy Preservation (C13.1) Anonymization or (C13.2)  

Pseudonymization
(C13.1) Anonymization (C13.3) Multi-Party Computation

(D17) Output Interface (C17.1) API (C17.2) Download or (C17.3) 
Specialized software

(C17.3) Specialized software

(D18) Data Actuality (C18.2) Streams of Data (C18.3) Multiple (C18.3) Multiple
Number of PDMs 16/21 5/21 Theoretical concept
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practice. To the best of our knowledge, it represents the first in-
depth work towards investigating this controversially discussed 
and highly dynamic phenomenon from a use-case independent 
design perspective. The comprehensiveness of description is 
achieved when also considering our proposal for archetypes.

The taxonomy’s scientific contributions intensify previ-
ous work on data markets and their application to the field of 
PDMs. Consequently, some of the design elements conceptual-
ized in this study draw from prior research while further spin-
ning the red paths of development in terms of PD digitalization 
(e.g., Leidner and Tona (2021)), emphasizing data allocation 
and exchange (e.g., Spiekermann et al. (2015)). The taxonomy 
contributes to existing knowledge, as data market taxonomies 
do not sufficiently consider the design peculiarities of PDMs 
caused by their interdisciplinary challenges (see Challenges of 
personal data markets). The identified design elements represent 
PDM practices to meet these challenges. For example, PDMs 
frequently combine blockchain technology with an appropriate 
consent model for legal compliance. Effective and informed 
consent management supports purpose binding and, thus, legiti-
mate use of PD while the chosen technology enables transpar-
ency and traceability of PD collection, processing, and sharing. 
Claims to data property (Metzger, 2020) can be emulated by 
tokens assigning an exchangeable “ownership like right” within 
the PDM. Furthermore, the taxonomy reveals design elements 
for data processing and privacy preservation. Essentially, our 
results show that, on the one hand, PDMs exhibit design com-
monalities with DMs. These are, in particular, the dominance 
of blockchain technology, the classifications of their infrastruc-
ture composition (i.e., (de-)centralization of actors) (Fruhwirth 
et al., 2020) as well as design elements related to data manage-
ment (i.e., data output, output interface, data actuality) (Fruh-
wirth et al., 2020; Spiekermann, 2019). Yet, on the other hand, 
significant design discrepancies appeared between PDMs and 
DMs as well as among PDMs. The former is entailed by PDMs 
having to (1) always identify the actor responsible for PD trad-
ing and processing (i.e., responsibility), (2) reliably standardize 
unstructured data and determine data quality scores (i.e., pro-
cessing activities, data quality assurance), (3) manage individu-
als’ consent (i.e., consent management), and (4) ensure privacy 
preservation while (5) effectively processing PD. In terms of 
(5), PDMs are majorly distinguishable among each other by 
their customer value. Similar to DMs, they may trade in data 
or data-driven analyses. Alternatively, PDMs may emerge as 
data spaces for (jointly) sharing, monetizing, and utilizing PD in 
distributed actor networks. However, due to the aforementioned 
design discrepancies, the actual configurations of these PDM 
archetypes differ from the ones known about DMs. Hence, our 
research shows (how) PDMs are tailored designed for integrat-
ing humans with their PD.

In terms of managerial contributions, the taxonomy 
enables practitioners to navigate more effectively in the 
yet mostly unexplored field of designs and configurations 

of PDMs. Our overview of PDM archetypes helps both 
researchers and practitioners to anchor and communicate 
their dimensions and characteristics easily. The taxonomy 
can be used as a support tool for developing future PDMs, 
whereat the inferred archetypes assume an accentuated role. 
They allow to classify and distinguish PDMs, thus foster-
ing practitioners’ understanding. In particular, the arche-
types facilitate common PDM configurations to practition-
ers depending on their business purpose (i.e., data trading, 
analysis services, data space). Furthermore, if required, the 
used method enables an alteration of the taxonomy, which is 
vital since PDMs represent a rapidly evolving and changing 
field where new marketplaces vanish and emerge constantly.

The taxonomy comprises both practical and scientific added 
value, although it is naturally subject to limitations. Firstly, the 
PDMs we found might only cover a snapshot of what was avail-
able at the time, be outdated quickly, and not be conclusive. 
Similar limitations hold for our experts, who might not have 
captured the entire range of possible perspectives on PDMs. 
Moreover, the analyses of PDM whitepapers, applications, and 
homepages might have been limited in content. Secondly, there 
are limitations inherent in our research design. As it is with qual-
itative research, a taxonomy requires a significant generalization 
and simplification of most complex issues and their interrela-
tionships (Saldaña, 2021). Furthermore, we have derived our 
results from potentially limited empirical samples and number 
of publications. Although we have taken countermeasures, these 
factors might lead to some interpretative biases being incorpo-
rated into the results, e.g., in extracting what each PDM does 
from public data. Thirdly, extrapolating the trend of the past 
years, new PDMs must be expected to join the global market 
quickly, while others might disappear with a high frequency. 
That implies the future needs to extend the taxonomy swiftly. To 
conclude, our taxonomy provides first profound design knowl-
edge about PDMs but requires further extension and constant 
verification, as outlined in our directions for future research.

We advise future research to increasingly investigate PDMs 
in practice (e.g., by carrying out in-depth case studies). Paying 
further attention to the challenges of PDMs, future research 
should also emphasize the development of both conceptual 
and technological solutions overcoming interdisciplinary 
obstacles arising for PDMs in multiple domains. We consider 
research in PDMs as essential since they might be an effec-
tive concept to integrate data sovereign humans in the rising 
information economy, thus supporting innovation and growth 
through participative value generation.
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